THE 2014 National Landcare Conference set the scene for a frank and robust conversation about sustainable land management challenges. According to the post-event survey, attendees enjoyed the 25th-themed event. In particular a CSIRO Futures presentation on megatrends and 94 per cent said they would apply learnings from the three-day biennial gathering in their Landcare work.

A quarter of a decade since Landcare was launched nationally, the conference debated what next for Australia’s biggest volunteer environmental movement.

That question was considered by a diverse panel, within a context framed by pioneers opening the historic conference. Panel members included the likes of Australian Conservation Foundation former head Phillip Toyne and the first National Landcare Facilitator Andrew Campbell.

First assistant secretary of the Sustainability and Biosecurity Policy Division within the Australian government Department of Agriculture, Ian Thompson, discussed the new National Landcare Program and outlined the department’s views on whole-of-government approaches to natural resource management, while Environment Minster Greg Hunt set aside a prepared speech, going into overtime answering questions.

The Minister outlined the Australian government’s vision for Landcare and detailed new funding opportunities for the whole-of-government approach, including funding under the Renewable Energy Target.

He has also indicated additional resources will be available under the Rural R and D for Profit, now open for applications.

“The program aims to improve farm-gate profitability and deliver real outcomes for Australian farmers,” said Minister for Agriculture Barnaby Joyce launched the $100 million rural research and development (R and D) grants program at the Regional Outlook Conference in Armidale.

In the program, all 15 rural research and development corporations (RDCs) can apply for funding. However, to be eligible, RDCs must partner with one or more researchers, research agencies, funding bodies, businesses, producer groups, or not-for-profit organisations, and the partnership should provide a commitment of at least at least equal to the requested Commonwealth grant funding.

This program is a practical investment in the future of Australia,” Mr Joyce said.

“It will fund nationally coordinat- ed, strategic research that delivers real returns at the farmer gate.”

“Rural and D for Profit is designed to deliver research that directly improves productivity and profitability across Australian agriculture.”

R and D makes a significant contribu- tion to growth in agricultural pro- ductivity—in fact, ABARES estimates for each dollar the government invests in agricultural R and D, farmers generate $12 within 10 years. “Rural and D for Profit will focus on delivering cutting edge technology and making research accessible for primary producers, while better leveraging co-ordination and co-operation between stakeholders,” Mr Joyce said.

“This program encourages industry, research and private organisations to think outside the box and develop new collaborations that form the basis for ongoing innovation and growth of Australian agriculture and farm our primary industries.”

In round one, applications must address one or more priorities in the following research, development and extension areas:

• increase the profitability and pro- ductivity of primary industries
• increase primary products’ value
• strengthen on-farm adoption and improve information flows
• strengthen primary producers’ ability to adapt to opportunities and threats.

There are a range of issues in Australian agriculture that could be managed through this process, such as improvements to wild dog control, better techniques to control parthenium and blackberry control using pathogens,” Mr Joyce said.

Applications for the first round must be received by the Department of Agriculture by 11.59pm (AEST) on 15 December 2014. For more information about the Rural R and D for Profit program visit agriculture.gov.au/rd4profit

Encouraging innovative rural research partnerships

A NEW $100 million Australian Governments program, Rural R and D for Profit, is now open for applications.

“This program aims to improve farm-gate profitability and deliver real outcomes for Australian farmers, in a range of areas,” said Minister for Agriculture Barnaby Joyce launched the $100 million rural research and development (R and D) grants program at the Regional Outlook Conference in Armidale.

In the program, all 15 rural research and development corporations (RDCs) can apply for funding. However, to be eligible, RDCs must partner with one or more researchers, research agencies, funding bodies, businesses, producer groups, or not-for-profit organisations, and

TV gardener Costa Georgiades presents the Junior Landcare Team Award to Landdowne Crescent Primary at the 2014 National Landcare Awards – a key part of the National Landcare Conference. Winners details and case studies are available at landcareonline.com.au/2014nationalawards.

Landcare in Focus

Starting a new conversation

Landcare in Focus a re-think was needed to ensure Landcare continued to thrive locally and set an example on the global stage.”

“Australia has all the pieces of the puzzle to have the world’s best natural resource management framework: local grassroots voluntary groups; regional bodies that take a whole-of-landscape perspective across all land tenure types; the ability to take a targeted national approach to national assets, he said.

But have a market mechanism that actually provides incentive to get private sector investment in a lot of those things.

Professor Campbell said the recommendation in his first national report in 1990 for all Landcare co-ordinators and facilitators to be employed at a local government level was still relevant today.

“If all those positions had been held in local government, you would have had a massively greater buy-in by local government: the vast majority of decisions that affect natural resources or waste – they are made at a local government level, he said.

Other ideas floated by the forward-looking panel on the final day of the Australian government-funded conference, co-ordinated by Landcare Australia, were as diverse as its participants, but they shared a belief: Landcare should remain enmeshed in local government.

This is imperative that the movement grows, several panels said.

“We have a finite planet with only so much capacity to support humans, and the evidence is that we’re currently exceeding that capacity by about half the human population,” the Australian Conservation Foundation’s Kelly O’Shanassy said.

“I think we need to do in the next 25 years is to massively boost what we’re doing.”

Farmer and the Climate Institute chair Mark Wotton, from Hamilton, Victoria, said there were considerable counter-stresses on Landcare.

On one hand, rural areas can’t get enough people to properly run vol- unteer fire services or football clubs.

The response to Landcare in peri-urban areas is still strong, Mr Wooton said, but for 70 per cent of the large biomass, people are scattered and time-poor.

On the other, the models are saying that large areas of Australia won’t be able to produce food in the way they have done in the past, so some areas will have to produce food to a level they haven’t done before.

“Landcare sits in there in making sure that intensive food production goes with a whole lot of other outcomes, including biodiversity, getting the carbon out of carbon pollution – really fundamen- tal things.”

But he said more leadership was needed, including bipartisan support from politicians, conservation groups and farmers groups.

One thing that Landcare need not panic about, said Ella Maesepp from Katanning, Western Australia, is the lack of youth within its ranks.

“Landcare issues are important; we can’t afford to lose young people,” she said.

For 70 per cent of the 20-somethings in Landcare,” for the future Landcare needs to look at alternative sources of funding.

“If all those positions had been held in local government, you would have had a massively greater buy-in by local government: the vast majority of decisions that affect natural resources or waste – they are made at a local government level, he said.

The Minister outlined the Australian government’s vision for Landcare and detailed new funding opportunities for the whole-of-government approach, including funding under the Renewable Energy Target.

He has also indicated additional resources will be available under the Rural R and D for Profit, now open for applications.

“The program aims to improve farm-gate profitability and deliver real outcomes for Australian farmers,” said Minister for Agriculture Barnaby Joyce launched the $100 million rural research and development (R and D) grants program at the Regional Outlook Conference in Armidale.

In the program, all 15 rural research and development corporations (RDCs) can apply for funding. However, to be eligible, RDCs must partner with one or more researchers, research agencies, funding bodies, businesses, producer groups, or not-for-profit organisations, and the partnership should provide a commitment of at least equal to the requested Commonwealth grant funding.

This program is a practical investment in the future of Australia,” Mr Joyce said.

“It will fund nationally coordinat- ed, strategic research that delivers real returns at the farmgate.”

“Rural and D for Profit is designed to deliver research that directly improves productivity and profitability across Australian agriculture.”

R and D makes a significant contribu- tion to growth in agricultural pro- ductivity—in fact, ABARES estimates for each dollar the government invests in agricultural R and D, farmers generate $12 within 10 years. “Rural and D for Profit will focus on delivering cutting edge technolo-
In Brief

Shaping national program: The National Landcare Advisory Committee has been established to advise the Natural Heritage Ministerial Board on the development and implementation of the National Landcare Program. The committee will provide advice on the effective and efficient achievement of program priorities and advise on options and opportunities for continual improvement, particularly in relation to engaging stakeholders and maintaining community participation.

■ Visit nm.gov.au

Green Army project help: Landcare Australia is inviting Landcare groups to contact them for help applying to be a Project Sponsor for the second round of Green Army projects which have just been announced. The latest round of applications, closing on December 9, allows the Department of the Environment to match a Landcare group with a service provider it has worked with in the past. Landcare Australia, in partnership with workforce expert ManpowerGroup, is one of five service providers tasked with ensuring selected project sponsors receive the necessary support to meet the logistical and administrative requirements of each project.

■ To find out how you can get a Green Army team in your area, visit landcareonline.com.au/greenarmy, email greenarmy@landcareaustralia.com.au or contact project officer Bruce Ashley, (02) 8440 8805.

LANDCARE in Focus is proudly supported by the Australian government Department of Agriculture and published by Landcare Australia Limited.

For more information or to submit articulate and how our work has played a crucial role in supporting the grassroots work of Landcare.

In a quarter of a century we have to play an important role in sustaining Landcare’s legion of volunteers and also engages our business leaders and the Australian public in Landcare’s purpose.

Engaging with the non-government sector is crucial in building support for Landcare by creating understanding of the important role our farmers play in producing our food while protecting our landscapes and the responsibility we all have to protect our environment.

Our awareness campaigns helped rapidly build the number of Landcare groups and community participation in Landcare activities. Today there are some more than 5300 Landcare, Bushcare and related groups and more than 11,000 Junior Landcare groups and schools registered on the National Landcare Directory, which we manage.

The charter of Landcare Australia states that the National Landcare

Directory, which we manage.

What Landcare’s 25th means

UPDATE

Tessa Jakszewicz
LAC chief executive

LANDCARE Australia was launched with support from government, farming and conservation communities to raise funds and awareness for one of Australia’s leading volunteer movements and last month we celebrated our 25th anniversary.

To mark the occasion, we have taken an in-depth look at what we have achieved – and are delighted to articulate how our work has played a crucial role in supporting the grassroots work of Landcare.

In a quarter of a century we have raised more than $50m from non-government sources, funding 10,000 projects... in a time of government fiscal restraint, this type of funding will become increasingly important for Landcare.

Our first annual report in 1990 describes the creation of the Landcare logo “depicting two hands cradling Australia” – becoming known as the “caring hands”. With support from the Landcare movement, it has become one of Australia’s most recognised brands.

Landcare Australia also does its bit to connect communities in rural and regional areas and help bring the bush to the city through educational activities and distributing grants for gardens and other sustainability initiatives.

This past financial year, we answered about 7000 inquiries from the general public and directly engaged more than 5000 corporate employees across Australia who dedicated a day of volunteering at more than 125 corporate environmental volunteering events and their organisations also provided supporting funds to the host local Landcare groups.

You can read about what was achieved in 2013-14, as well as detailed analysis of our performance and future aims, in our upcoming annual report on our website before the year’s end.

The charter of Landcare Australia states that the National Landcare

Directory, which we manage.

What Landcare’s 25th means

Earlier this year, Landcare Australia, in partnership with ManpowerGroup, was announced as one of five service providers to have oversight of projects selected under the federal government’s Green Army Program.

With the second round open for applications for potential project sponsors until December 9, Landcare Australia would like to encourage you to contact us for guidance and support in developing a project sponsorship proposal or to assist with any queries or advice.

In this latest round, applicants can identify their ongoing relationship with Landcare Australia, which may help to secure us as your service provider.

Where possible, the government will take this into when allocating projects to each service provider. Landcare Australia will work collaboratively with selected project sponsors to guide Green Army projects to achieve the best possible results, both for the Landcare community and the environment.

We will continue to work hard to ensure the Landcare community makes the best use of resources and funding available, while educating and promoting Landcare and seeking new opportunities for the next 25 years and beyond.

Much has been achieved but there is much more to do! We wish you a restful summer break and look forward to working with you in 2015.
Green Army projects call to arms

RESTORING habitat, weeding, planting, revegetating parks, catchments, foreshores and wetlands are all in a day’s work for landcarers and local volunteers.

For hundreds of young Australians, these activities present a unique opportunity to learn valuable new skills, knowledge and experience.

Across the country, Green Army projects are hitting the ground with teams of young Australians putting their energy into conservation activities that will make a difference to their local community.

Community is at the core of the Green Army; projects are guided by local needs with hands-on, practical, grassroots approach.

For Landcare and community groups, the Green Army provides an opportunity for organisations to propose projects and set their own environmental priorities.

In return, groups receive a Green Army team for 20 to 26 weeks to help with the work that needs to be done, it also gives young people the chance to up-skill.

In this first round of Green Army projects, local Landcare groups are sponsoring eight projects across Victoria, New South Wales and Queensland, with additional teams working directly with or supporting the activities of local Landcare groups.

Two Landcare led projects are underway in Victoria. The Boolarra South Landcare Group is improving connectivity, biodiversity and access at the Boolarra Old Mill Site Park.

The Green Army will undertake surveys and track work to widen existing tracks to allow better access. The team will also build a small bridge, install drainage and revegetate areas of forest to enhance habitat for flora and fauna species. Participants will monitor wildlife, control weeds, identify plants and collect native seeds to be grown out and used in the forest.

The Mornington Peninsula Landcare Network’s project involves activities at seven different sites across the Mornington Peninsula.

The Green Army will rotate through these sites during the project to undertake a range of activities including landscaping and revegetation, weed control, track restoration, and habitat enhancement.

This is the first major project of the recently-formed Mornington Peninsula Landcare Network and will help further strategic Landcare activity on the peninsula.

The Department of Environment has supported the project.

“Landcare groups are invited to look for opportunities to link with Green Army projects in their region or to create their own Green Army projects for future rounds,” said a department spokesman.

“Landcare groups are crucial in identifying and setting local priorities for environmental action.”

Landcare Australia, in partnership with ManpowerGroup, is one of five official service providers for the Green Army Program, tasked with delivering of teams on the ground in conjunction with project sponsors.

Other providers include Conservation Volunteers Australia; Job Futures Limited; WorkSkill Australia Incoporated; and Campbell Page Limited with Skillset Limited.

Round two of the Green Army Program is open until December 9, providing opportunities for young people and local community and Landcare groups. For more information, including project guidelines, visit the Green Army website, www.environment.gov.au

Bob Hawke Landcare Award linking global cropping pioneers

FARMER and pasture cropping pioneer Col Seis plans to use the 2014 Bob Hawke Landcare Award to build smarter conservation

IN THE NSW town of Gundagai, farmer and Bob Hawke award winner-up Sam Archer is pondering how the “internet of everything” might help on-farm conservation.

Mr Archer, who is also the chair of Riverina Local Land Services (LLS) believes there is immense scope for cheap sensors and communications to ease the cost of managing land, enhance on-farm action, and amass data to inform future management.

For instance, there are 88,000 hectares of travelling stock route in the Riverina. What if all landholders adjacent to a stock route had access to a reporting tool on their smartphones, allowing them to remotely report broken fences, overflows, troughs or invasive species?

It would ensure landholders were more actively engaged with LLS on stock route management, and reporting would enable LLS to efficiently schedule work programs.

The concept would be more equitable for those who used the route, Mr Archer said, and less demanding of stock inspectors’ time.

It was also feasible that remote reporting could apply to landholders across the LLS, in a form like the Atlas of Living Australia, which gives smartphone users more than 360 million records of when and where Australia’s living things have been sighted. It allows users to add their own data, either visual or text.

The recent Panboola Biolit, sponsored by Landcare Australia, is part of the Atlas and in addition to recording biodiversity, volunteers also took beautiful photos.

See the impact of the Panboola biolit, p7+

Videos of the Bob Hawke Landcare Award finalists were due to be available this month at https://youtube.com/user/LandcareEducation

NSW, hopes to build an international conversation about evolving pasture cropping towards multi-species pasture cropping.

The idea, Mr Seis said, is to combine his renowned pasture cropping concept – growing a single crop in a diverse mix of perennial species – with the cover cropping ideas being explored by leading farmers in the United States.

A group of US farmers learned sowing a diverse mix of annual species in a field, and then sowing a crop into the mix when the annuals have died off, produces a “soil priming” effect that boosts soil nutrient and structure more effectively and cheaply than out of a bag.

Mr Seis is exploring the possibility of turning the concept on its head, and sowing diverse crop species into a diverse perennial pasture base for a two-way effect: more diversity to build soil, and a more widely nutritious crop to feed off to stock.

In the past five years he has been experimenting with sowing a mix of oats, forage brassicas and field peas. Some of the “tillage radish-es” punched tubers deep into the soil, physically opening it up; the legumes added nitrogen, and the general diversity supported a greater variety of soil microbes, each of which contributed to soil structure.

The idea didn’t preclude a grain harvest, either, said Mr Seis (pictured).

Stock tended to graze off the broadleaf species so, with good timing, the oats could be locked up to produce a crop.

An incidental effect was better stock health. When he has fattened ewes and lambs on diverse crops species, they didn’t lose any performance to scouring – a hazard when feeding on a single species.

Mr Seis has identified up to 10 annual species that might be sown together in a crop; he’d eventually like to see more than double that go down the sowing boot.

Fortunately, he’s tapped into an international conversation about the environmental and economic benefits of cover cropping.

Gabe Brown, North Dakota, a pioneer of the farm soil health movement in the US, and Gail Fuller, Kansas, who leads no-till cover crops, are sharing information that is rapidly building a body of hands-on knowledge about the role of plant diversity in farming.

Mr Seis hoped to use some of the $50,000 funding from the Bob Hawke Landcare Award to better tap into that conversation, and help it spread through Australia.

Previous page: Victorian-based Gam Nicholson – a highly commended Bob Hawke Landcare Award finalist – took photos of significant re-invigoration on his farm, reproduced from a display at the National Landcare Conference.

Rural R&D for Profit Grant applications now open

Keeping Australian farmers at the cutting edge

Applications are now open for the Australian Government’s $100 million Rural Research and Development (R&D) for Profit Programme. This competitive grants programme will fund strategic research aimed at delivering real, practical outcomes for Australian primary producers, to improve farm gate productivity and profitability.

Rural R&D for Profit aims to encourage industry, researchers and private organisations— including those beyond the primary sector—to think outside the box and form new collaborations.

Find out more at agriculture.gov.au/rdprofit

Australian Government
Department of Agriculture
Landcare In Focus

© Commonwealth of Australia, 2014
Improving Wheatbelt soil acidity

A creative approach to making connections with the land

EIGHTEEN hundred and sixty farmers, members of 22 farmer groups, in the West Australian Wheatbelt have participated in Caring for Our Country’s Improving soil acidity management project.

The project, delivered by Chris Gayzer from the Department of Agriculture and Food, Western Australia, Precision SoilTech and Désirée Futures, has helped farmers understand the impact of acidification on their soil and productivity.

Soil acidification (pH decline) is a slow process which, if unchecked by regular liming, leads to subsurface acidity and results in reduced agricultural productivity. Soil acidification is a natural process accelerated by agriculture. The effects in the topsoil include reduced nutrient availability, and decreased legume nodulation and nitrogen fixation in pastures. In subsoils, aluminium toxicity results in poor root growth. Soil acidification is widespread in southern Australia and common in tropical horticulture, sugar cane and dairying.

Soil sampling done for the project showed that subsurface soil acidification is extensive in the West Australian Wheatbelt where farmers are losing an estimated $498 million (9 per cent of the annual crop value) to soil acidity.

Much of the loss is thought to be due to subsurface acidity preventing crop roots from growing deep into the soil to access moisture and nutrients at the end of the season. Seventy-six events were held with farmer groups to present information on soil acidity for their district, how to test pH and develop a liming management strategy.

Agricultural lime sales (1.6 million tonnes in 2014) in Western Australia have more than doubled since the project started, and Australian Bureau of Statistics data show by 2011-12, 45pc of broadacre cropping businesses were applying lime products.

An estimated 2.5 million tonnes need to be applied annually to treat existing and on-going acidification in the West Australian Wheatbelt.

The environment has always provided inspiration for the arts and a new initiative – Reading the Land – provides people with creative responses or just plain curiosity, the opportunity to examine and learn about a landscape and to learn from and with people who know that landscape well.

With the theme of Connections, 40 people recently participated in Reading the Land at Berry on NSW’s South Coast.

The theme supports physical connections through the establishment of a vegetation corridor between the coast and the escarpment - this corridor is part of the Great Eastern Ranges Initiative - protecting and connecting habitat from western Victoria to Far North Queensland. The program speaks to spiritual connections people feel to a landscape.

After meeting at Berry Sport and Recreation Centre, the group left in buses for a tour of the area.

Leading conversation with the group, sharing knowledge, understanding and connections to the area, were three local people: outdoor educator and historian Art Lidibitter, local Koorie artist Jason Groves and environmentalist Alasdair Stratton.

At the sites visited, the group learned about the significance of particular areas to Aboriginal people and of their connections to the place and interactions with nature.

From a Landcare perspective, Kim Dove from Berry Landcare spoke of how regeneration work on a remnant of Illawarra subtropical rainforest had not just been good for the rainforest but had regeneraced the group.

The group heard of the vast amount of red cedar that had been shipped out in the early 19th century and of changing values.

Rubbish no longer goes in to the creek. A quarried road they walked along, were it to be built today, would have more than doubled since the project started, and Australian Bureau of Statistics data show by 2011-12, 45pc of broadacre cropping businesses were applying lime products.

An estimated 2.5 million tonnes need to be applied annually to treat existing and on-going acidification in the West Australian Wheatbelt.

At lunch at the sport centre, conversation turned to shared experiences and insights gained from the tour, before participating in collaborative art, which was later exhibited.

“This is a great opportunity for people who care about the environment to express that care and share it with others,” said participant Jenny Rich, who also wrote an essay about the experience.

Reading the Land is an initiative of Shoalhaven Landcare.

“This is a new approach to engagement with Landcare,” said Shoalhaven Landcare president Greg Thompson.

“We’re reaching a different audience and we’re really pleased with it.”

Reading the Land was first held in Huskisson on World Environment Day last year.

About 30 people explored the mangroves of Currambene Creek, the adjacent bushland and a native plant garden. This led to an exhibition at Huskisson’s Lady Denman Gallery.

At events this earlier year, 70 people participated at Sanctuary Point, Bomaderry and, again, Huskisson. These workshops explored both the natural and the built environment and took the theme of SOLACE=Comfort.

Art from these workshops was exhibited at the Nowra School of Arts. And as part of the annual Milton-Ulladulla ARTfest, Reading the Land focused on endangered Shorebirds at Ulladulla’s Rennies Beach, with the theme of Co-existing at the EDGE.

Shoalhaven River later hosted Reading the Land, with participants responding to the question: What is a River for? Both these events preceded art exhibitions.

Reading the Land is as much about participation as artistic output, taking the view that everyone is an artist and has creative responses to issues, ideas, places.

The program has evolved to encompass a range of visual arts along with poetry, prose, fabric art and musical interpretation. The Reading the Land approach to community engagement can be applied anywhere – introducing new people to the land and growing land caring in the arts.
OILS and the land seem unlikely obsessions for a military man, but former governor-general the Hon. Michael Jeffery believes stewardship of the land should be one of the nation’s most important objectives.

Major-General Jeffery, appointed Australia’s first Advocate for Soil Health, told the 2014 National Landcare Conference and Awards the Landcare movement is making “a big difference” in caring for and repairing the country.

“Of particular importance is the work Junior Landcare does to encourage young people to develop a sense of responsibility to the land and other natural resources and play an active role in the future of our Australian landscape and environment,” he said.

“The next generation is the basis for an even stronger and more resilient Landcare in the future.”

General Jeffery, who recently became the first Patron of Landcare Australia, grew up near the remote town of Wiluna in Western Australia. The son of a stockman, his subsequent career took him across all quarters of Australia’s inland.

He was dismayed at the land degradation he witnessed, and on his retirement from official life he formed not for profit “Soils for Life”, an organisation dedicated to promoting the tools and techniques of soil-friendly agriculture.

More than 60 per cent of Australia’s old and fragile soils are classed as severely degraded with low productivity, while at the same time farmers are being asked to nearly double food and fibre production by 2050.

During a visit to Holbrook recently at the invitation of the local community, General Jeffery viewed some private properties and met Holbrook PIEF chief executive Ben Stockwin.

After being shown compelling examples of Landcare in the area, General Jeffery reiterated his view that Landcare should be a catalyst for unity landholders behind the goal of improved soil health and sustainable farming.

But it can’t just be farmers, General Jeffery had said when appointed as Advocate for Soils. He said he has “a huge opportunity to get things right, to get all our parliaments and politicians and citizens onside and to work together to transform the landscape, look after our farmers and get the best outcome for the country”.

“Farmers and landowners are the key carers of our soils and country; they should be recognised not just for their food production but as stewards of our landscape,” the Hon. Michael Jeffery in a video to the National Landcare Conference.

Landcare Australia chief executive Tessa Jakszewicz said Landcare was not only concerned with the environment and growing food, but also involved mathematics (how much soil for the garden), science, and community engagement.

“Young people are the carers of our land in the future so we need to encourage these people to get an understanding of the land – whether they live in the city or the country – and to understand where their food comes from.” Ms Jakszewicz said.

PIEF chief executive Ben Stockwin said the Foundation worked closely with farming organisations and State and Federal education departments to ensure there was an appropriate coverage of food and fibre included in the curriculum.

The next step, Mr Stockwin said, was to support the foundation of a curriculum in providing materials the nation relies on in providing materials the nation relies on and linking this into lifestyles of city residents.

“There are the ones that have a very large disconnect with immediate farming and food production”, Mr Stockwin said. “Research shows that close to 70pc of adults in the Sydney basin, for example, have never seen a working farm, so their actual appreciation of how food and fibre grows is very limited.”

“The large portion of teachers and students we’ve surveyed see farming as damaging to the environment, but many farmers and primary producers work with organisations like Landcare Australia to produce our food in a very sustainable and manageable way.”


A FEW years ago the Primary Industries Education Foundation (PIEF) produced a report that got the attention of the nation – it found almost one in two Year 6 students did not know everyday lunch items such as bananas and cheese originated from farms, and in 3 in 4 thought cotton came from animals.

What was less reported was that 82 per cent of primary schools had their own gardens, but only 5 per cent of primary schools had their own gardens, but only 5 per cent of primary schools had their own gardens, but only 5 per cent of primary schools had their own gardens, but only 5 per cent of primary schools had their own gardens, but only 5 per cent of primary schools had their own gardens. What was less reported was that 82 per cent of primary schools had their own gardens, but only 5 per cent of primary schools had their own gardens.

To help bridge that gap, PIEF has partnered with Landcare Australia, which has for 16 years been running a monthly e-newsletter the Junior Landcare Australia. It has for 16 years been running a double-page “How To Guides” on topics such as creating a food garden or frog gardens.
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What was less reported was that 82 per cent of primary schools had their own gardens, but only 5 per cent of primary schools had their own gardens, but only 5 per cent of primary schools had their own gardens, but only 5 per cent of primary schools had their own gardens, but only 5 per cent of primary schools had their own gardens, but only 5 per cent of primary schools had their own gardens. What was less reported was that 82 per cent of primary schools had their own gardens, but only 5 per cent of primary schools had their own gardens.

To help bridge that gap, PIEF has partnered with Landcare Australia, which has for 16 years been running a monthly e-newsletter the Junior Landcare Australia. It has for 16 years been running a double-page “How To Guides” on topics such as creating a food garden or frog gardens.
Yates helping grow Junior Landcare

DOES it matter most Australian children don’t really know where their food comes from? Yes, in the view of gardening expert Judy Horton, who in addition to media presenting, has her own garden as well as head off on overseas adventures.

Referring to a recent visit to the United States, Ms Horton lamented the disconnect between food production and the idea that introduces young people to the production process. Almost 20pc of teenagers in the survey said they “don’t really know anything” about “how food gets from the farm to my plate”, while 49pc knew “only a little”.

Food has become a factory commodity, leading to the obesity crisis and the rise in diabetes... getting kids back to where food comes from is a step in addressing those issues.

Reconnecting youth with the land and food production

MORE than three quarters of Australia’s young people know “little or nothing” about food production, a Rabobank survey found earlier this year, yet 90 per cent think farming and food are very important to Australia.

“Do you join these divergent forces of Landcare around the country?” Ms Horton asked.

Almost 20pc of teenagers in the survey said they “don’t really know anything” about “how food gets from the farm to my plate”, while 49pc knew “only a little”.

How do you join these divergent dots?

Megan Rowlatt has for several years been developing and refining a strategy that introduces young people to the land via Landcare.

The winner of the Young Landcare category at the National Landcare Awards in 2012 and presenter at the 2014 National Landcare Conference, Ms Rowlatt started her own Landcare group half a decade ago with the goal of connecting young people with the aging forces of Landcare around the country.

The group, which has evolved into Illawarra Intrepid Landcare, bridges the gap between the transient world of youth and the necessarily settled patterns of most Landcare groups.

Young people are often interested in hands-on conservation work, Ms Rowlatt realised, but found it difficult to connect with the usually older volunteers of Landcare and Bushcare groups.

For their part, Landcare groups didn’t know how to fit in young people who couldn’t commit to a site in the long term.

“They are busy, studying, considering their career,” Ms Rowlatt said. “They come and go and move for work... So it’s unlikely they are going to put 10 years of their life into a site – it’s unrealistic.”

So she devised a low-pressure approach to introducing young people to Landcare, based on the loose principle of “come when you can, when you’re interested,” she said.

“The aim is to provide a really positive experience. It doesn’t matter whether they come back or not: hopefully later in life they will recall they really enjoyed working with Landcare, and they are ready to work on their local patch.”

“You talk to most people in Landcare and realise most of them grew up in the bush.”

“They’ve all had that really great connection with the bush in their childhood, and later on they realised something was wrong and decided to do something about it.”

“I really want to tap into that feeling: a positive experience with nature early on can lead people into conservation work later on.”

Ms Rowlatt’s group has a few long-term members in addition to a large mailing list. It has a hybrid approach to introducing young people to conservation.

Recently, the people who responded to an email travelled to Ulladulla, on the NSW south coast, and worked with a Bushcare group there for a morning.

Later the group’s members went for a bushwalk, and the next day they hiked up Pigeon House Mountain.

In addition to linking up with groups such as those focused on Landcare Adventure Conservation (Willow Warriors), purely social activities are also a focus, with get-togethers such as a free Thai dinner for new members included in a weekend-long celebration of Landcare’s 25th anniversary, funded by a Landcare Australia Grow Grant to entice more volunteers to the movement.

To the group’s ever-shifting participants, experiences like this provided mixed interaction with people who have invested years in Bushcare, learning about what motivates them, with their own first-hand experiences of the bush.

“It’s all about connecting young people back to their environment, particularly in urban areas where people are incredibly disconnected,” Ms Rowlatt said.

“We’ve worked out west with a farming family who run a sheep farm – many young people don’t have exposure to that sort of thing; they don’t realise what rural communities are going through.”

(There is no survey found that 17pcc of city teenagers had never been on a farm; two-thirds had less than three visits to a farm.)

Ms Rowlatt believes the low-pressure approach to connecting youth with Landcare and Bushcare, and by extension to food production, could be an important step in healing this gap.

“At the start, people thought they had to have an environmental background. That’s not the case – one of our most dedicated volunteers has a mining engineering degree. I’ve got people in hospitality, teachers – I’ve got such a diversity of volunteers, not just people studying environmental science.”

Megan Rowlatt will use her formidable experience in a new role as ambassador to encourage the next generation of leaders into Landcare – through tertiary education institutions and social media outreach across Australia – heading the Younger Landcare program she launched at the 2014 National Landcare Conference.

For details about the Yates grant recipients as well as winners of this year’s Challenge – the Winter Veggie Growing Journey – visit juniorlandcare.com.au.

Judy Horton with children from a previous Yates Junior Landcare Challenge.
A BBIE Kimber’s first memory of Landcare at her small school of only 20 or 30 students is exhilaration mixed with a solid dose of reality. “I was so excited we would be growing trees; I forgot it would take ages,” she said. She was in Year Two at the time (she’s now in Year Six) and her small rural school, Curramulka Primary, 200 kilometres from Adelaide, was just getting started on its Parklands Restoration Project.

Nearly a decade later, Abbie and her friend Isla Hickman are bursting with pride as they recount their experiences in the six-hectare area of rehabilitated woodland and grassland.

They describe the Youth Environment Leaders Day when they, and the Natural Resources Centre for their region, invited other schools to their Parklands and showed off their work, which is leading schools in the region. “Now the other schools know what they can do as well,” Abbie said. “It would be so cool if all the schools had their own parklands.”

The school has been working on the bushland restoration project with the assistance of Envirofund, Landcare Australia, local council and NRM board grants – using the site to add a hands-on dimension to a range of environmental learnings over the years, for example setting up a roadside watch for Acacia enterocarpa (jumping Jack Wattle) that grows nearby, assisted by the Threatened Plants Action Group.

Much of the school’s work has been actively supported by the Northern and Yorke Natural Resources Management Board.

The once run-down area of land, made available to the school by the Yorke Peninsula Council, is now a natural asset for the town.

“It’s won a few awards as well: recognised by Keep Australia Beautiful in 2007 as Best Environmental School in South Australia, and runner-up in South Australia’s Landcare Awards in 2007-08. The students have learnt a lot from their experiences along the way.

“We learnt how to put rust on the target weed, bridal creeper, and the rust is a biological control the target weed, bridal creeper, and the rust is a biological control,” said Isla.

Abbie recalled how they planted native fruit trees in the Aborigional loop and how they had to plant the Quandong trees with a host plant because they are parasitic. “Some of them – more than I thought would have survived,” Ms Hansen said.

She likes to think the Parklands has changed her students for the better. “I can see year in, year out, the kids changed her students for the better. “I can see year in, year out, the kids look forward to it. They look at the photos and see the difference they have made.”

Abbie and Isla have moved on to high school, but they’ll take with them all they’ve learnt and apply it to their world.
Bushcare’s most major day out yet

Bushcare’s Major Day Out (BMDO) was already a “major day” in 2013, when volunteers worked on 134 sites, but this year it jumped by another 103 sites – a major expansion of community involvement in conserving our natural environment in rural areas while also growing an appreciation of the bush in major cities.

Landcare Australia has been a sponsor of BMDO since its inception, and this year awarded Landcare Week Grow Grants to a number of its events where organisers demonstrated how their take on the annual bushbash would help grow the movement further, bringing more volunteers to Landcare.

BMDO is the brainchild of Don Wilson, a resident of Sydney’s Willoughby and a dedicated bushcare volunteer, who was keen to regenerate precious city bush and provide a vehicle for Australians everywhere to get together in a national day of action and appreciation.

Mr Wilson first discovered Bushcare through an invitation to a trip to Lord Howe Island tackling asparagus fern and, finding it enjoyable, social and of great educational value, he began organising annual get-togethers for his local council area.

The 2014 BMDO was officially held on September 7, timed to coincide with Landcare Week – but allowing for other days as well because of a clash this year with Father’s Day.

The event proved to be a ringing endorsement of the Landcare ethos of hands-on volunteer work, bringing together people from all walks of life in a united force for good for bushland and beyond.

Participants in the event weren’t confined to pulling weeds.

The event is designed as fun day where anybody, young and old, can learn from experts and experienced volunteers in a diverse range of activities.

A grassroots-supported event, BMDO activities depended on the location and inclination of the volunteer site organiser and included walks, weed removal, revegetation, photography workshops as well as native plant identification and the BMDO well-celebrated morning teas.

Just as Clean Up Australia Day has made Australia a litter-conscious nation, Bushcare’s Major Day Out aims to make Australians conscious of the need to protect the natural environment while learning about the role everybody can play in its continued care.

With 2014 the biggest year yet for BMDO, next year’s events are already being planned in some areas – keep an eye out for details at bushcaresmajordayout.org, contact info@bushcaresmajordayout.org, or look for Bushcare’s Major Day Out on Facebook or @BushcaresMDO on twitter.

Ella and Chloe Friedlos getting their hands dirty at Bushcare’s Major Day Out.

Workplace Giving Partners...Thank you!

Landcare Australia’s corporate supporters and their employees understand that together we can make a positive difference to our natural environment.

Landcare Australia would like to say thank you to our 2014 Workplace Giving Partners and their employees who are supporting a celebratory 25th Anniversary Junior Landcare Grants Program to encourage the next generation of Landcarers to get involved in a range of projects just for them.

Grants help milk more efficiency

Reducing energy use is an environmental act – and a profitable one – which is why dairy farmers are exploring energy efficiency as part of the annual Lion Landcare Grants allocation.

This year grants totalling $122,000 were distributed to 13 dairy farms in five States for projects that delivered better sustainability in areas as diverse as recycling effluent nutrients to reduce fertiliser use, preventing dairy farm run-off from entering waterways, and recycling composted organic nutrients on pastures.

Several dairies chose to upgrade milking systems, like Dwayne Neill of Laureldene Dairy at Boyanup, Western Australia.

Aided by a Lion grant, Mr Neill opted to install a variable-speed drive (VSD) on the primary milking machine – to ensure the machine was only working as hard as it needed to – and a fan forced cooling tower in the hope of achieving more efficient cooling than the gravity-based cooling tower they had.

Based upon energy costs of 29.41 cents per kilowatt hour, the two upgrades were calculated to save $10.89 per day or $3,975.60 per annum.

That falls short of the forecast savings of $86.14 per week, equating to $4479 per year or a 31 per cent return on capital.

However, the biggest savings won’t be seen until the hottest months of the year, when Mr Neill is confident that actual savings will be much closer to those forecast.

To see the grants helping our dairy farmers achieve both sustainability outcomes and cost savings is a great result.

– Lion head of agricultural procurement Murray Jeffrey

At Tamworth, NSW, dairy farmers Terry and Valda Tout used a Lion Landcare grant to help them install a heat recovery unit and a variable speed drive.

The result: about half their hot water is now delivered “free” via the heat exchanger, and power costs have been cut by half by the VSD.

“Importantly, these farmers are measuring the tangible improvements achieved by their projects, which can be shared with others.”

Monaro farmers improving soil fertility with planning

The high country of the Monaro, in southern NSW, is a notoriously tough farming environment, with variable, often light soils and fickle rainfall patterns.

In striving to squeeze every drop of productivity and profitability from their enterprises, a group of Monaro landholders formed the Monaro Farming Systems Soil Club, which allows them to make fine-grained assessments of their soil fertility.

Supported by a Woolworths Landcare Sustainable Agriculture grant and Meat and Livestock Australia, the impact of the Soil Club since its formation in 2010 has been profound.

Among 49 farming businesses, adopting a more targeted approach to whole farm soil fertility management resulted in an average 20 per cent reduction in fertiliser use per farm in the next 3 to 5 years.

Led by CSIRO senior principal research scientist in pasture systems agronomy, Richard Simpson, the club’s members learn how to make accurate assessments of their soil fertility, and apply that knowledge across the variable Monaro landscape in targeted fertiliser use.

“Globally increasing fertiliser prices coupled with declining nutrient resources make it imperative farmers adopt a more efficient and targeted approach to fertility management,” said MFS’s Nancy Spoljaric.

“This project addressed the issue of whole-farm nutrient planning by implementing an annual, bulk soil testing program in four years backed up with an annual interpretation and analysis session.

“It also provided paddock trials to link theory with the practice of correcting nutrient deficiencies and the impact on pasture legume composition.”

The result: some producers apply less fertiliser, but some apply more than they did before joining the club – except their applications are now more attuned to cost versus return.

“I would estimate we have made a $15,000 benefit per year based on $1000 investment,” one club member said in the report on its outcomes.

Another reported: “Very broadly, there have been two impacts to my farm which both are favourable.

“The first is when sowing pasture, I have been able to target any soil deficiencies aggressively, which have improved germination and establishment rates for perennials.

“So far, this has not been favorable to the bottom line as input costs increased but it will have enormous impact throughout the life of the pasture.

“The second is the rate in which we come out of times of slow to no growth has increased.”

And a third reported: “I now have a better understanding of what a ‘maintenance’ application of fertiliser is for a whole range of different paddocks on my farm”.

“This means I have confidently reduced the kilograms of superphosphate I apply per hectare to many paddocks on my farm,” he said.

The Soil Club now plans to make refinements to its database to better facilitate data export and sharing, so the body of knowledge about fertiliser management on the Monaro can continue to grow.
Moving proving grounds ahead

LAND locked up in the 1950s to test motor vehicles has become one of Victoria’s largest privately-owned patches of native vegetation, and is the focus of a partnership between Holden and Bass Coast Landcare Network (BCLN).

LAND was fenced, ensuring the preservation of much of the 880-hectare Proving Ground’s native vegetation within its network of roads.

That high-value vegetation has now been incorporated into wider conservation efforts by the partners, who began their collaboration around Bass River.

Since its formation in 2003, Bass Coast Landcare Network (BCLN) – which serves 10 local landcare groups representing about 800 families – has worked to improve water quality in the river and make it the hub of revegetation corridors.

In 2004, BCLN partnered with Holden in the “Holden the Bass” program – an ongoing funding of revegetation works intended to improve the quality of water in the Bass River and establish vegetation corridors between the river, the proving ground, and other vegetation remnants.

More than 130,000 indigenous plants have been established across 50 properties, with seed gathered from the proving ground being used in direct seeding programs and to propagate tube stock.

Landcare Australia recognised the importance of the work being done by BCLN, and stepped in with support to develop a five-year management action plan and training days for the Holden Proving Ground staff, as well as funding a series of flora and fauna surveys.

During the surveys about 160 plant species (88 terrestrial and 72 aquatic) were recorded over eight ecological vegetation classes. Fauna species recordings were also high. Forty-six bird species were recorded, in addition to five frog and 10 mammal species. Several are endangered.

Landcare Network’s (BCLN) executive officer Kellie Nichols said Holden staff “get their hands dirty” to drive forward the projects undertaken over the past year.

These include a number of tree planting and weed removal projects and regular working bees at the Bass arboretum – an ongoing project that will ultimately provide samples of the different forest and woodland communities that once grew in the area as references for reforestation projects.

Recently the Western Port Biosphere, through the Growing Connections project, funded remnant enhancement and protection work at the Holden proving ground. The funding has been critical in stopping the advance and establishment of a number of woody weeds across the Proving Grounds.

Initial weed control actions were implemented in line with the management plan. Herbaceous and woody weeds were controlled across 166ha, including dense infestations. During the Biosphere work, another endangered animal was seen: the powerful owl.

Holden will contribute a total of $68,000 to Landcare Australia projects in Victoria and South Australia in 2015.

This includes for iconic Melbourne works through the Corporate Environmental Volunteering program at Melbourne’s Westgate Park and Whitehaven Wildlife Shelter, as well as for the Para River and Edinburgh Corridor through Adelaide’s northern suburbs.
Rice straw bales aid bushfire recovery

Landcare is about much more than planting trees — and this year provided a somber opportunity to demonstrate the diverse approach to natural resource management when bushfire affected farmers in Victoria received rice straw bales to prevent soil erosion and ash damaging their properties. After fires destroyed about 70 percent of the area in the Upper Maribyrnong Catchment Group in March, Landcare members of South West Goulburn and Upper Deep Creek Landcare Networks immediately put into practice the rice straw bale technique to mitigate damage by post-bushfire thunderstorms to the already ravaged properties.

With the support of the Coca Cola Foundation, Landcare Australia funded the purchase of 26 rice straw bales to be used as sediment barriers on properties north of Melbourne from both the Port Phillip and Western Port and Goulburn Broken regions, where thunderstorms had washed ash and soil into waterways and dams. South West Goulburn Landcare requested support from Landcare Australia to organise and host two workshops to demonstrate the use of rice straw to control erosion.

The information sessions were held shortly after the fires ravaged the area, sharing information about animal health, pasture management, soils and farm water. Landholders were provided with an on-site demonstration to show how rice straw could assist in protecting water quality as a result of heavy rain immediately after fire.

Nineteen landholders from Darrawiett Guim up through Forbes and Willowmavin then turned up on the Saturday after the information session to collect 250 kilograms bales of straw, and two have since caught up to collect their bales. According to South West Goulburn Landcare Landcare Facilitator Sonia, one of the highlights was seeing landholders make personal connections while waiting for the front end loader to arrive.

"Many of these people had never met each other before and yet started forging social links at a stack site," she said.

"People began to offer each other assistance of labour and/or burnt fencing materials that could be used to hold the straw. "One lady has called back very excited to let me know her goats won’t even eat the rice straw and they eat everything.”

Landcare Australia has used this technique before – after bushfires in 2009 devastated communities and land across Victoria. Landcare Australia funded two truckloads of rice straw bales to help landholders in the Mickleham-Kilmore Community pulled together with Coca Cola Company and immediate support that allowed us to get out on ground and get the ball rolling in a positive manner.

The rice straw bale program in the Redesdale area.

Rice straw doesn’t harbour pasture weeds and holds together as a mat so it doesn’t blow away in the wind. The straw takes about a year to decompose and generally animals do not find it palatable.

Bales are broken up into biscuits about 10 centimetres to 20cm thick and are packed close together across slopes and drainage lines to create low barriers. These barriers take the velocity out of the water flow and restrict the movement of soil and gravel. Ring lock fencing and posts salvaged from the fire are placed down-slope from the straw, with the netting folded back under to help hold the straw in place.

On slopes, the contours are followed to avoid channeling the water. Fallen branches and small burnt trees can also be placed across slopes to slow water. The lowest point in the barrier must be in the middle of the drainage line so water spills over the barrier rather than going around the side and creating a new line of erosion. Several barriers can be placed in series down a drainage line. Solid structures like stumps and old machinery are not recommended in drainage lines – water will bypass them, creating more erosion and they may cause water pollution. The ash and soil that builds up behind the straw can be used later as a planting bed. The bales can also be broken up and spread across an area to introduce much needed cover from heavy rain and build up biomass.

The site preparation, trial site and demonstration days have created a greater awareness of what Landcare is all about.

Community pulled together with one local landholder in Kilmore taking delivery of the rice straw on their property, during the sparse required and machinery required to carry out the project. They then provided machinery and manpower for a couple of hours on the day of collection. Another upshot of the event was the positive effect on the Landcare movement.

Some of the landholders attending these workshops and information sessions were not Landcare members, but after seeing Landcare’s involvement is disaster recovery, three new families joined Willowmavin Landcare Group.

Rice straw bales were provided to the Coca Cola Company and immediate support that allowed us to get out on ground and get the ball rolling in a positive manner.

Another two have asked for memberships forms to be forwarded. South West Goulburn Landcare Network’s quick response to what the requirements of landholders came out of works carried out after the Black Saturday fires in 2009. It allowed for priorities to be acted upon as soon as possible to aid not only the scheduler but also the environment, which is of high Landcare importance across the region.

Although a small part of the recovery process, the rice straw makes a significant contribution towards protecting valuable stock water in dams, water quality in creeks and people’s overall wellbeing in knowing they are starting to rebuild their dreams,” a local Landcare volunteer said.

“We are thrilled by the generosity of the Coca Cola Company and Landcare Australia with immediate support that allowed us to get out on ground and get the ball rolling in a positive manner.”

Future ambitions involve community days to promote Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander culture, and to integrate understanding of those cultures into the community.
A NATIONAL leadership program has burst the doors open on a world of possibilities for Roeckwood’s Karen O’Keefe.

When Bev Steele in Derrinallum, Victoria, was growing up on a farm near Cressey, Tasmania, taking part in a prestigious leadership program involving her didn’t feel far-fetched. Growing up across Australia and overseas was the last thing she saw in her future.

“I didn’t really think that the upbringing of ‘you can be whatever you want to be, dream and do’, she said.

Instead, her parents gifted her with an ethic of hard work and a respect for nature that has served her well.

The 32-year-old is just weeks away from heading to Darwin to graduate from the Australian Rural Leadership Program (ARLP) and she has two local women in her community to thank for the unique experience.

Since graduating from Camperdown College, Ms O’Keefe has worked as a Landcare co-ordinator at Lismore; then with the Woady Yaloak Catchment Group and now as Regional Landcare Facilitator at the Corangamite Catchment Management Authority.

She travels to work in Colac, Victoria, from her base in Roeckwood.

“Val Landcare has been wonderful. I am so lucky. I met at Lismore,” Ms O’Keefe said.

“She’d seen me grow in my role there since I started in 2003. She’s a lovely lady and a graduate of the ARLP back in 2000.”

At her friend’s urging, Ms O’Keefe applied for the program in 2011, without success.

When Ms Steele in Derriannal, who completed the ARLP herself in 2011, rang urging Ms O’Keefe to apply again in 2012, she took notice.

“Then I had a fair-dinkum go at it – I was determined to get in,” she said.

“I didn’t really know what the ARLP was, but it was the right opportunity for me.”

A whirlwind 17 months later and Ms O’Keefe is almost at the end of an extraordinary experience shared with 28 diverse leaders, which has taken her from her farm in Lismore to Canberra and overseas.

“In the every-day of work, you can’t wrap your head around the enormity of it,” she said.

“It gives you time to reflect on what you are doing, now and into the future.”

“There is a difference between process and outcome that is so important in my line of work — both have to work together.

“We often don’t make the time to value real reflection, and I’m much more receptive to that.”

When Ms O’Keefe first left school, she did a natural resources diploma that further cemented her interest in the environment.

However, years of false starts and unsatisfying work followed before she finally enrolled in Federation University to Do a Degree in Environmental Science.

“I was too scared to go to uni, I didn’t think I was smart enough.”

As study unlocked more knowledge and experience, Ms O’Keefe was supported by a range of mentors throughout the district, as well as the many farmers whose kitchen tables she sat down at in the course of a working day.

When at last ready to commence the ARLP, Ms O’Keefe says some of the most affirming experiences she had occurred during two weeks with the program in India.

“When I saw India’s community projects having successful results in rural areas, I wasn’t surprised, but others in my group were,” she said.

“Me, it looked like a replication of Landcare in India — farm facilitators would study and live and work in these little villages, so those people get to know each other and establish trust.

“They become a part of the community, and then are able to assist and influence farmers.

“I loved that we went to the other side of the world, and people are trying to do the same things we are. People are trying to improve farming practices and be productive, yet better on the environment.”

When Ms O’Keefe graduates from the ARLP, the culmination of her cohort’s final session in Darwin, she will be adding a Graduate Certificate of Australian Rural Leadership from James Cook University to her list of achievements.

She will also join a network of almost 600 ARLP alumni and, like Val Lang and Bev Steele, she will be keeping an eye on the talented and committed members of her community who might be ready to follow in their steps.

“I’ve already recommended the ARLP to others,” she said.

“It’s for people who are good at what they do but aware it’s not just about them — they actually do what they do because they care about the environment; the landscape and the people who are a part of it and trying to make things better.”

And she is energised for her own leadership future.

Supporting and encouraging people to be involved and connect and do things better is what I’m passionate about”, Ms O’Keefe said.

“Those scenes at the kitchen table are all part of it too.

“It’s about helping people do what they want to do that will have benefits beyond them.

“Landcare is really people- care; it’s helping the person who owns the land, but it’s also helping the neighbour down the road, and the next generation.”

Ms O’Keefe received a Rural Women’s Scholarship through the Australian government Department of Agriculture to participate in the Australian Rural Leadership Program.

Applications for Course 22 of the ARLP are now open. Visit http://rural-leadersn.com.au/ or programs/australian-rural-leadership-program-for-established-leaders

Karen O’Keefe, from Cressey in Tasmania, says through the Australian Rural Leadership Program she has achieved much more than she ever imagined.

She will also join a network of almost 600 ARLP alumni and, like Val Lang and Bev Steele, she will be keeping an eye on the talented and committed members of her community who might be ready to follow in their steps.

“I’ve already recommended the ARLP to others,” she said.

“It’s for people who are good at what they do but aware it’s not just about them — they actually do what they do because they care about the environment; the landscape and the people who are a part of it and trying to make things better.”

And she is energised for her own leadership future.

Supporting and encouraging people to be involved and connect and do things better is what I’m passionate about”, Ms O’Keefe said.

“Those scenes at the kitchen table are all part of it too.

“It’s about helping people do what they want to do that will have benefits beyond them.

“Landcare is really people- care; it’s helping the person who owns the land, but it’s also helping the neighbour down the road, and the next generation.”

Ms O’Keefe received a Rural Women’s Scholarship through the Australian government Department of Agriculture to participate in the Australian Rural Leadership Program.

Applications for Course 22 of the ARLP are now open. Visit http://rural-leadersn.com.au/ or programs/australian-rural-leadership-program-for-established-leaders